This release addresses Error Report number 2050.

**Error Report 2050**

Error Report 2050 contains the following description of the error:

"Release 1709 corrected a problem with valid overtime exemption codes being rejected. Since spaces is a valid value for overtime exemption code, the fix allowed spaces to overlay existing values. This is incorrect. To change the code to spaces the transaction must contain "*" for the code".

This release resolves the problem with overlaying the overtime exemption code with spaces in the CTL update process, but does not correct data which may have been overlaid since the installation of release 1709. The data correction will be addressed in a separate communication.

**Programs**

**PPCTTSLE**

PPCTTSLE is the title code edit module for the Control Table update process. It was modified to prevent the overtime exemption field from being overlaid with spaces from a transaction, except when the transaction is coded with "*".

**Installation Instructions**

1. Install, DB2 pre-compile and batch compile modified program PPCTTSLE.
2. Bind plan PPP004.
Test Plan

1. Run job LOADCTL to load the test CTL database with the data provided with the release.

2. Run job RUN004. Verify condition codes.

3. Verification
   - Compare the results with those provided in the REPORTS dataset in the release.
   - There should be no transaction rejects
   - In report PPP0433, note that title codes 0503 and 8266 had changes which did not result in the overtime exemption code being overlaid with spaces.

Timing of Installation

The timing of this release is urgent. Campuses should install the release as soon as possible to avoid overlaying valid overtime exemption code values with spaces.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Maxine.Gerber@ucop.edu, or call (510) 987-0422.

Maxine Gerber